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SALUMET –

th

8 April 2013.

Good evening.
General welcome
As always, I am pleased to join with you once more.
Lilian: We are pleased to have you.
Like last time, I need to work with this instrument
and I need the energies that you provide, to do so.
Therefore I will not stay long with you this time. But
what I do wish to say to you my dear friends, is that
the coming twelve months of your time, will see
many changes; not only personally for everyone, but
also there will be medical happenings in your world,
which will help many who are suffering at this time.
Sara: Lovely news!
George: That’s very nice to know. Thank you for
telling us.
Every being on this Earth planet, should find within
this coming year, something deep within. It will
come to the forefront of your minds, in many areas,
either which pathway you should take, or something
significant about yourselves — no one will escape
these happenings. Therefore I say to you my dear
friends, be watchful of yourselves and others, to see
these changes that are about to happen.
Sara: Interesting —
Lilian: Are they happening already in a small way?
People are beginning to recognise a deepness within
themselves — a kind of knowledge which they have
not as such accepted yet — but they will.
George: Wonderful!
Lilian: It’s just that twice just lately I’ve met two ladies
who are definitely on a spiritual path.
Yes, that is to be so, when you yourself mirror that
spirituality. Yes, you will meet others of like mind
and as I have said on previous occasions, there are
never really any accidents and this also includes the
meeting of others.
George: Yes, I’ve certainly been conscious of that just
lately and I’ve had some very good exchanges with
people, through blogging sites on the Internet lately.
There was one today on a scientific site, who was
asking some very probing questions and we were able
to exchange views very nicely and it was in the
interest of science and spirit coming together.
Yes, I understand that the communications that are
made in your world today are quite diverse, but I do
not always see that these machines that you call
computers are always the forward thinking way to
go. But as you have said, they allow much contact
when communications are good.
George: Yes, these are communications, which
without the computers, would simply not be possible.

Yes of course, and that is why they have been sent to
your world, that they can be usefully used. But as in
all things in your world, there is always an element,
of not being used in the correct manner.
George: Yes, I appreciate they can be used for good or
bad.
Yes, but it is good, do you not agree, that you can be
connected in a way that is so simple, (Yes —)
whereas in time gone by, communication was so
much more difficult.
General agreement
George: A very lengthy process by sending letters!
Yes, but I am happy to say, in whatever way you
make connection, that can only be for the
betterment of mankind.
Jan: Salumet, I’m aware that while I’m sat here (Yes),
that what you’re speaking of, because you’ve said
every human being on this planet (Yes) will feel this
change in the next twelve months — I don’t even
think I want to sit here and explain what I’m picking
up. It’s a positive, it’s not a negative (Yes). It is the
way we’re going to view one another — out of
something negative will come something positive.
You have to remember that for every individual, this
recognition will be different (yes—). You have to
remember: your world will not suddenly become
perfect in twelve months time.
Jan: No, in fact I think it will do the opposite for a little
while. I think it has to go through a transitional period
—
There is always processes happening in your world;
there always have been and for some time to come
there will be, as part of your Earth’s evolution — I
have told you this.
Jan: This is big, this affects everybody.
Yes, but individually it may seem insignificant, but
what I am saying to you, is that on a spiritual level,
EVERY HUMAN BEING ON THIS PLANET WILL BE
TOUCHED IN SOME WAY.
Jan: That’s what I’m picking up (Yes).
Sara: Touched because of the changes — energy
shifts?
Yes — many things — from the work that we do from
our world, to the work that is being done quietly in
your world — many aspects to it.
Jan: This is part of the evolution of the planet. This is
the start of that large shift, as it were, that you were
speaking of, that we’ve been working towards for
some time.
There — it is s very minute change, hardly noticeable
by many, but I can say to you my dear friends, that it
is beginning — a very slow beginning.
Paul: So I guess—is it good to look at it as a
particularly fertile time for spiritual growth?
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Only those of you with spiritual knowledge will truly
recognise these changes. Those people in other
places may not recognise it as such, but I am here to
tell you that spiritually they will be touched, even if
they cannot see it for themselves.
Jan: Yeah I think the word is ‘tangible.’ They might not
understand the tangible (yes), but it will be there.
It is there — it is so subtle that it may not be noticed.
Sara: I feel already a sense of unification going on
between people. It may not be very strong yet, but I
feel that it’s beginning — people are beginning to
think a little bit differently (yes). And I also feel within
myself that I’m looking for a stronger purpose at the
moment and I’m thinking a lot more globally than I am
used to and I’m thinking more —
More spiritually —
Sara: More spiritually —
Yes of course. When you place yourself to one side,
then the true spirit begins to show. Yes, when you
can forget the ‘I.’
Sara: Yes, and I do feel a big change already in myself
actually —
Yes, well that can only be good.
Sara: I’m just allowing it to — I’m just feeling my way
until I know what it is I want to do (yes) that’s going to
perhaps help others more.
That should be your purpose—in helping others.
Sara: Yes, it always is anyway, but I feel I want
something extra (yes) to do. I’m trying to decide
which direction to move in.
It should come to you.
Sara: Yes, I hope so. Yeah I think I’m getting there.
Yes, it will come to you.
George: And taking up the ‘helping others’ Salumet,
have you any comments on the new Pope Francis, and
is he a factor in the changes that are about to
happen?
I would rather say that no one person in your world
can make those changes single-handedly, but when
you come to the connections that one man has, then
of course he has to make some kind of impact. I
would say about this gentleman that he has to some
degree a sense of spirituality that has been lacking
thus far (yes) — for some time. So in that respect I
would say to you—that I would say—that he is a
good man.
George: Yes, he does seem to exercise humility (yes),
in various ways, which is nice to see.
Jan: From the little I’ve heard and seen of him, he
seems to have removed the ‘I.’
Yes, he is a man I believe who is true to himself, who
spiritually is in the right place for himself (yes). Yes,
but the world is not led by one man (no). In fact as
you all know, there are many individuals who are not

quite so spiritual — recognised to be spiritual—but
let me hasten to add: Who are you to judge?
Much agreement
So always, my dear friends keep those words in
mind.
So I hope that has been a little useful to you all—in
the months to come.
General agreement
And the object of this exercise is to allow you to be
aware of what is happening.
George: Thank you for opening our eyes to these
changes that are about to be with us and we shall be
watchful with great interest.
Yes, I will now work with this instrument for a short
time, whilst I hope the others here will be open and
aware to those who are here and surround you in
much love. If only you could see the brightness of
their love you would be amazed. So until we come
together again, I leave you cloaked in my love.
General thanks
George: Thank you Salumet. Our love goes with you.
Paul: Yeah our love goes with you and to those that
have gathered around us as well.
--------------------------------------------There followed clairvoyant messages, at first via Paul;
Then, when Salumet had completed his working with
Eileen, there was more via Eileen. One message was
for Graham from his grandfather—who in Earth
life, used to operate a steam crane in Cammell Laird
Shipyard, Birkenhead.
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